
Transportation
Getting around Korea



Naver Map

Korea blocks Google Maps because it is technically “wartime” in 
South Korea. We use Korean made apps instead. 

The easiest way to navigate your way through Jeju is using the 
Naver Map app.

This navigation app give good routes for public transportation. 



Enter your destination

Pick the option that 
says your destination*

Select To Look at routes

Using the App



Using the App
Starting point

Destination*

Click method 
of 
transportation 
(or all if you would 
like to see all options)ETA

Current time
Can be changed to a different time for planning with 
estimated times for everything**

*Some destinations pop up purely in Korean. Most of the time 
the first address you pick after typing in the name in English 
will be correct (if you have the Korean name to check, it could 
be helpful to prevent any mistakes)
**For example, if you would like to leave tomorrow at 4 pm, you 
could adjust the time to see how long it would (typically) take 
at that time

Length of trip

For subways, you can check the time table to see 
when the next subway is going to come
Korea is typically good at keeping on schedule for 
subways, but it fluctuates sometimes

Estimated cost of trip for adults 
(teens, children, and the elderly are cheaper)

Name of Line + 
Color of the Line

Alternative
Routes

The bus + alternative buses 
that go to the same stop



Taxis

Korean Taxis have different colors that signify different things

- Orange and Silver - Normal taxis
- Black - Premium Taxis

Black taxis are known to have higher fares than normal taxis because the drivers are 
better trained.



Using the Subway and Bus

To use public transportation in Korea, you need to purchase a T-Money card. 

Buses used to be able to take cash, but that’s being phased out currently

This card can be bought at convenience stores that have the T-Money logo

All convenience stores inside the airport sell 
T-Money cards

The main convenience stores are 7/11, CU, and GS25

These cards can be charged in convenience 
stores and subway stations

Look for these machines 




